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SPS8 – Force, Work, Mechanical Advantage Assessment Prep 

Define the following terms: 

Gravitational force -             

Mass -               

Weight -              

Approximate -              

Efficiency -              

Mechanical Advantage -            

Work -               

Power -              

Friction -              

Input force -              

Output force -              

 

1.  What is being added every second that an object falls?      If an object falls for 5 

seconds then what is the approximate rate of acceleration due to gravitational force?   . 

2.  What is different about gravitational force and acceleration on the moon?     

               

Will objects take a shorter or longer period of time to hit the ground on the moon?  Explain.   

              

3.  Why does weight change and mass does not?        

              

4.  What is the relationship between gravitational force and mass?      

              

5.  What happens to an objects mass and weight the further it gets away from Earth?    

              

6.  How do you calculate weight?            

A 15 kg object is dropped from rest near the surface of an unknown planet and begins to accelerate at 

6.00 m/s/s.  What is the weight of the object on the unknown planet?       

7.  What are two things an individual can do to make a machine more efficient?     

              

8.  Why are machines not 100% efficient?         
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9.  How do you calculate mechanical advantage?         

10.  What happens to mechanical advantage as you add more pulleys to the system below?   

              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11.  What is the mechanical advantage of pulley 1?    Pulley 2?    Pulley 3?   

12.  If I reduce the friction of a machine, the output energy of the machine will      

13.  A man pushes a lawnmower with a force of 16 N for a distance of 5 m.  How much work does the 

man do on the lawnmower?            

14.  When is work done on an object?      When is no work done?    

15.  The longer the lever the      the mechanical advantage.  The shorter the 

lever the     the mechanical advantage. 


